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The universe has bestowed limitless powers and infinite siddhis on the human consciousness. Along with being effective and successful in the personal and professional spheres,
the purpose of human life is also to ensure the complete blossoming of the individual consciousness. In Celebrating Life, Rishi Nityapragya shares the secrets that can help you
explore your infinite potential. He offers an in-depth understanding of how to identify and be free from negative emotions and harmful tendencies, and how to learn to invoke
life's beautiful flavours-like enthusiasm, love, compassion and truth-whenever and wherever you want. Celebrating Life is an intensely honest expedition that teaches you how
you can be a master of your circumstances and make your life a celebration.
A mysterious murder at the Qutub Minar triggers a call to ace journalist Chandrasekhar from his cop acquaintance, Inspector Syed Ali Hassan. The victim is unlike anyone Chandra
has ever seen: a white Caucasian male who has all the looks of a throwback to Greek antiquity. Soon after, Hassan calls in to report the case has been taken away from him - in all
likelihood by RAW - the Research & Analysis Wing, the uber-agency of Indian intelligence. What began as a murder enquiry soon morphs into a deadly game of hide-and-seek
within the shadowy world of Pakistan's ISI and India's RAW; and Chandra, his friend history professor Meenakshi Pirzada and Hassan find themselves in a race against time to
avert a sub-continental nuclear holocaust. As the action moves to its hair-raising climax in the Hindu Kush mountains of Afghanistan, Chandra must face up to the fact that
Inspector Hassan is not all that he seems... The Shadow Throne by Aroon Raman displays taut writing and nail-biting suspense in a debut that is chillingly believable. Will this
unlikely trio succeed in navigating the treacherous politics of India and Pakistan?
Twenty-five-year-old Jinni lives in Mumbai, works in a hip animation studio and is perfectly happy with her carefree life. Until her bossy grandmother shows up and announces that
it is Jinni's 'duty' to drop everything and come and contest the upcoming Lok Sabha elections from their sleepy hometown, Bittora. Jinni swears she won't but she soon ends up
swathed in cotton saris and frumpy blouses, battling prickly heat, corruption and accusations of nymphomania as candidate Sarojini Pande, a daughter of the illustrious Pande
dynasty of Pavit Pradesh. And if life isn't fun enough already, her main opposition turns out to be Bittora ex-royal, Zain Altaf Khan - an irritatingly idealistic though undeniably
lustworthy individual with whom Jinni shares a complicated history.Enlivened by Chauhan's characteristic brand of wicked humour and sexy romanticism, this is a rollicking new
tale of young India.
A sky-blue paper bird glued to a mirror. A handmade book on music to be gifted. A pair of mud-brown tea cups without handles. A shelf to hoard dying memories. A little home
tucked away in a remote village. A haunting voice after boarding an empty bus... The images on the cover belong to people whose stories are packed in this book: A man who
meets his lost friend in a new world. A seeker who resists everyone to reach an unwanted place. Lovers that separate, only to find some hope. A failed artist who finds another
voice. A new entrant in a home who creates turmoil. A cheated girl who makes a desperate call. A shattered man who pegs on a sudden dreamy trip. With eleven stories of
unrequited love, hope, acceptance, heart breaks or just needs, ‘Afsaane’ will tug at your heartstrings and open windows to people that experience unusual situations in far too
usual lives.
Who Let the Dork Out?
Confessions of an Almost-Girlfriend
Celebrating Life
Wise Enough to be Foolish
Childhood Days
The Treasure of Kafur
Can the dead tell their stories? In the hands of a good forensic surgeon, they certainly can. First published in 2010 in Malayalam as Oru Police Surgeonte Ormakkurippukal, this is the bestselling memoir of
Kerala's most famous forensic surgeon, Dr B. Umadathan. Popularly known as the 'Sherlock Holmes of Kerala', Dr Umadathan revisits some of his strangest and most interesting cases, like the Chacko
murder masterminded by Sukumara Kurup; the sensational Polakkulam case; and the baffling Panoor Soman case. Chilling, shocking and, at times, downright bizarre, Dead Men Tell Tales is unputdownable.
What is it that we fear? An evil presence around us, watching and waiting for a small slip, or the realisation that the malevolence is within us and has already made its move? Wreath and Other Stories will
take you into a world that is slightly off its hinges- a bizarre, eerie realm. In short, a world much like our own, if only we would notice it. A dangerous obsession of an artist, a broken childhood promise, a
birthday gift gone horribly wrong, a soldier trapped in a nightmare, a warning from beyond the grave, a writer’s new lease of life in a “suicide central”, a patient’s struggle with insanity, a terrible crime in an
idyllic artists’ town, a man’s record of his last moments, a bride haunted by her past... With grey characters, a creeping sense of dread, and a twist at the end, it will ensure that you go to bed satisfied, having
had your fill of a world of wickedness and terror… until that world engulfs you in your dreams. This book will enthral lovers of horror and suspense.
Starting a new school year after the events of Confessions of an Angry Girl, Rose resolves to stand up for herself, employ prudence before speaking and free her self-esteem from the opinions of a boy who
does not return her affections. Original.
Ten Upanishads Of Four Vedas,Ram K.Piparaiya:A contemporary treatise that contains unabridged texts,numerous commentaries,simplified synopses, and inspirational highlights.The book is a useful
compendium of original Upanishadic texts and commentaries. Interfaith classics that contemplate on..What is God?Where from came the cosmos?Who am I?Why am I here? Upanishads are a record of
human mind's earliest contemplatives flights to the unknown.Many of the anonymous seekers proceeded great masters and prophets like Lao-Tzu,Comfucius,Socrates,Zoroaster,Buddha,Mahavira,Abraham
and Jesus,by at least a few centuries. Upanishads use many captivating,stories and metaphors to bring out the relationship between man,God and world.Timeless truths are condensed in profound
aphorisms.After a few glimpses of Upanishads texts, their mere presence on a bookshelf inspires thoughts of wisdom.
The Shadow Throne
I Am Life
God Save the Dork
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How India Works
A novel based on a true story
A Memoir

Twelve-year-old Krishna Singh has been married off to Shyam Singh of Rokhagadh, Rajasthan. Before the wedding, Krishna’s grandmother gives
her a box filled with exquisite jewellery, telling her to sell it in times of trouble, but otherwise to hide it from her parents and in-laws.
Maestro management consultant and strategy guru Robin ‘Einstein’ Varghese has been dispatched to London to the Lederman account. Things in
the mother country are not all tally-ho as Einstein must make do with convoluted remuneration, temperamental digestion and a bizarre
conspiracy by museums all over the city to frustrate his every attempt to imbibe in high culture. Just when things look like they can’t get
any worse, Lederman threatens to shut down the project. Once again Dufresne Partners turns to their most resourceful, inventive, original,
strategic, out-of-the-box-thinking employee.
Best known as a young revolutionary who took up arms against the British establishment, Bina Das numbers among the heroes of Indian history alongside Bhagat Singh, Rajguru, Preetilata Wadedar - who took up arms against the colonisers. This short memoir movingly recounts the story
of her involvement in the shooting of the British Governor of Bengal, Stanley Jackson, at the Annual Convocation Meeting of Calcutta
University in 1932, her subsequent incarceration, and her growing involvement in politics. Despite her importance in Indian history, Beina
Das disappeared from public view in later life and is rumoured to have passed away in Rishikesh in early 1997. This account captures the
early years of her life and gives insights into the context and history of the times that inspired Bina to take the path that she chose.
"Touches and dazzles and entertains. An enchanting novel." --The New York Times In this moving, poignant novel by the bestselling author of
Birds of America we share a grown woman’s bittersweet nostalgia for the wildness of her youth. The summer Berie was fifteen, she and her best
friend Sils had jobs at Storyland in upstate New York where Berie sold tickets to see the beautiful Sils portray Cinderella in a strapless
evening gown. They spent their breaks smoking, joking, and gossiping. After work they followed their own reckless rules, teasing the fun out
of small town life, sleeping in the family station wagon, and drinking borrowed liquor from old mayonnaise jars. But no matter how wild, they
always managed to escape any real danger—until the adoring Berie sees that Sils really does need her help—and then everything changes.
How to become a billionaire by selling nothing
& I Left My Grandfather's House
Warlord of Ayodhya: Rebellion
Aisle be Damned
The Memoir of a Police Surgeon
Making Sense of a Complex Corporate Culture
The fate of an empire trembles in the balance ...' Hindustan, 1580 AD. The Mughal Emperor Akbar is at the height of his power, seemingly invincible. But twenty
years of war have earned him many enemies, and rebellion is brewing, led by Asaf Baig, the tyrannical ruler of Khandesh. Baig has stumbled upon the knowledge
that the whereabouts of the fabulous lost treasure of Malik Kafur, which will guarantee victory to Akbar's enemies, is known to an old woman called Ambu. Baig
kidnaps Ambu to wrest the knowledge of the treasure from her, but her twenty-year-old grandson, Dattatreya, escapes and flees across Hindustan to enlist the
help of the the one person who has the most reason to stop Baig - the Mughal Emperor himself. Staying one step ahead of capture and death, Datta is swept up in
a world of kings and warrior princesses, of uncommon friendships and an implacable evil; and a desperate race against time to save his grandmother - and the
Empire.
When Aryan Roy stepped into college life to fulfill his childhood dream of becoming a successful engineer, little did he know that he was in for a journey of a
lifetime. Anushka and Kaira turn his sojourn into a memorable one – in both good and not-so-good senses. The Storm in my Mind... is a collective narrative of
events, habits, stereotypes and idiosyncrasies revolving around the contemporary society of Kolkata. It is a story of love as much as it is of hatred, passion,
friendship, trust, misunderstandings, nostalgia and love for his city. It is the story of Aryan, his Kolkata and his mellowing heart that makes confessions of the
times he has seen.
Frank and funny, these stories written originally for the Bengali children's magazine Sandesh, are an essential read for all Ray enthusiasts as well as those who
want to know Ray, the writer and film-maker, better. In this volume, Ray also shares some of his experiences while shooting Pather Panchali—his epic debut, and
subsequent films, particularly for children. He describes how an entire field of kaash flowers was eaten up by cows before he could shoot his famous scene with
the train in Pather Panchali; and how a circus tiger let loose in a bamboo grove chased away a group of curious onlookers in the blink of an eye.
Keenly observed autobiographical fiction and journal entries from acclaimed writer Denton Welch, featuring an introduction by William S. Burroughs “In Youth Is
Pleasure” recounts the summer vacation of Orvil Pym—a sensitive, withdrawn, and deeply unhappy boy of fifteen. Following a trying year at public school, Orvil
spends the summer with his father and two older brothers. The quotidian events of a seemingly ordinary summer are rendered dazzling by the intensity of
adolescence and Welch’s gift for human observation. First published in 1945, “In Youth Is Pleasure” is based closely on Welch’s own adolescent experiences of
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solitude and introspection. This volume also includes “I Left My Grandfather’s House,” an unforgettable account of a walking tour through the British
countryside. These two works feature Welch at his autobiographical best.
An Entrepreneurial Journey
Ten Upanishads of Four Vedas
Saved in Sri Lanka
India Unincorporated
Bankerupt
The Incredible Adventures of Robin 'Einstein' Varghese

From trainees to CXOs - the only career guide you will ever need Do you think you're a hardworking professional who has a lot to offer? Are your ideas brighter than everyone else's in your team? Did you
deserve a standing ovation after your last performance appraisal? Even if the answer to these questions is a resounding yes, do you still find yourself trailing behind corporate losers -- the devil boss who
takes all the credit; the slimy politician who stole your promotion; the sweet-talking weasel whom everyone seems to love? Job Be Damned is the kick in the backside that you so desperately need. This
book recognizes that you are an average employee and ensures that, by the time you're done reading it, you'll be the best average employee there can be. You will gain a unique perspective to help navigate
every tricky workplace situation--and unmatched bullshit-doling and handling capabilities to wing it through your spectacularly unexciting job. After all, isn't that what corporate success is all about?
A university is an institution for higher education and research. It can also be a place where academic brilliance leads to overinflated egos, bitter politics and finally, murder. Cirisha Narayanan, a professor
who has risen meteorically, stumbles upon a cryptic message. Aditya Raisinghania, her banker husband, sets up a highly innovative financial hoax. Her profiteering father harvests Australia’s largest
bird—the emu—in India. The US elections are on and the debate on gun control has reached a fever pitch. Set in Mumbai, Coimbatore and Boston, Ravi Subramanian creates an impeccably researched
world where everyone has a motive to kill. Nothing is as it seems in this cunningly vicious thriller where the plot turns on a dime.
An article in the Harvard Business Review once said that the most valuable skill for the 21st century manager is the ability to work across cultures. Around the world, it is increasingly recognized that an
understanding of a country's work culture plays a significant part in success at one's job. Every group of people has subtle drivers of behaviour, values and beliefs, an understanding of which could help you
navigate your way around the workplace. Indians are no exception. We have some innate strengths that we seldom take credit for. Like the uncommon capacity to deal with ambiguity and to think on the
fly; the emphasis we place on forming and sustaining relationships at work; and the willingness to go beyond the call of duty as we see our jobs as an extension of our personal lives. And then there are traits
that may confuse the uninitiated at first and need some getting used to - such as saying 'yes' to an assigned task when we actually mean 'no', our flexible attitude to time, and the famous Indian head wag.
Based on extensive interviews with corporate leaders - Indians as well as expatriates and repatriates, who offer insider and outsider perspectives on the psyche of the Indian in the workplace - How India
Works is a guide to the cultural nuances and complexities of working in India. It will make your life in office a little easier.
"From modest beginnings in Mumbai's Grant Road, surrounded by the energy and unbridled potential of a country always on the verge of greatness, Ronnie Screwvala is a first-generation entrepreneur.
His early days, in front of the camera and on stage, inspired him to pioneer cable TV in India, and build one of the largest toothbrush manufacturing operations before starting UTV, a media and
entertainment conglomerate spanning television, digital content, mobile, broadcasting, games and motion pictures, which he divested to The Walt Disney Company in 2012. Newsweek termed him the
Jack Warner of India, Esquire rated him as one of the 75 Most Influential People of the 21st Century and Fortune as Asia's 25 Most Powerful. On to his second innings, Ronnie is driven by his interest in
championing entrepreneurship in India, and is focused on building his next set of ground-up businesses in high growth and impact sectors. His more recent commitment to being a first mover in sports
has made him lend his support to kabaddi and football. He is passionate about social welfare and, with his wife Zarina and through their Swades Foundation, has given single-minded focus to empowering
one million lives in rural India every 5-6 years through a unique 360-degree model. He lives in Mumbai with Zarina and daughter Trishya."
Headley And I
Bubble Wrap
Writing that Works
A Princess Remembers
Afsaane - A Collection of Short Stories
Average Indian Male; Latin name: manush, purush, aam aadmi, Bunty. Cyrus is back. And this time as agony aunt and master critic as he sets out to
deconstruct a subject we’re all familiar with—the average Indian male. The mama’s boy, the groin scratcher, the man who holds hands with another
man, Cyrus tackles these and many other quirks and shortcomings of Indian men in his inimitable style and unfailing logic. Join India’s best known
funny man as he takes you on this laugh riot like never before.
The beautiful and wealthy Indian aristocrat recalls her extraordinary childhood, her marriage to the Maharajah of Jaipur and her subsequent
activities as educator, politician, and women's activist
With just 12 months to go before the 2010 Allied Victory Games in New Delhi, there is pandemonium at the Ministry for Urban Regeneration and
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Public Sculpture. Preparations are months behind schedule and minister Badrikedar Laxmanrao Dahake not only has to deal with an irate PM but
also the Lok Sabha, fiendish investigative journalists, and a relentless BBC reporter who insists on interviewing him live in English. Dahake is about
to resign when he runs into an unlikely saviour: international financial wizard Robin ‘Einstein’ Varghese.
When the sun shines on a snow-capped mountain, the layers of snow melt down helplessly. Similarly, when sun-like wisdom shines on a covered
entity, layers of ignorance start melting away, thus uncovering The Real You. In this book, you will find a combination of the wisdom of the heart
and the wisdom of art. This combined wisdom can make us ponder, wonder and help us overcome the blunder of ignorance which leads to suffering
and sorrow. This book is a collection of pearls of wisdom, in the necklace of life, for the beauty of the soul. RADHANATH SWAMI was born in Chicago
in 1950. In his teens, he set out to wander the world on a spiritual quest where he eventually discovered the yoga path of devotion. He presently
travels in Asia, Europe and America teaching devotional wisdom, but can often be found with his community in Mumbai. For more info, visit
www.radhanathswami.com.
The Homing Pigeons
When Fate Conspires
Tales of Horror and Suspense
Dead Men Tell Tales
The Story Of India's Most Passionate Loksabha ontest
Bina Das

Bharat. Son of Kaikeyi. Brother of Rama. Reluctant king of Kosala. Bharat’s carefree life in Kekeya is turned upside down by the
death of his father Raja Dashratha and the exile of his brother and crown prince Rama. Untrained in statecraft and unsure of
himself, Bharat begins his rule over Kosala by tackling an audacious rakshasa attack on Ayodhya. There’s more trouble brewing. As
the magic that sustains the kingdom starts weakening and a drought looms over Kosala, Ayodhya’s citizens begin to disappear
mysteriously. Ambitious aristocrats manipulate the inexperienced king to their ends, while fickle allies seize the opportunity to
assert their independence. And unknown to Bharat, the Lord of Lanka has put a cunning plan into action that will break the back of
Ayodhya’s resistance. Beset by challenges, will Bharat lose Ayodhya so early in his reign? Crackling with characters overlooked
and forgotten by the Ramayana, The Warlord of Ayodhya is a thrilling spinoff by bestselling fantasy author Shatrujeet Nath.
SHATRUJEET NATH is the creator of the runaway national bestselling series Vikramaditya Veergatha, and the upcoming alternative
mythology series Warlord of Ayodhya. Described as “a new face to Indian mythology” by DNA, Shatrujeet writes for movies and web
shows as well.
Arzee the dwarf had a dream, and now that dream has come true. Arzee has just been crowned as head projectionist at the Noor, the
Bombay cinema where he has been working since his teens. The Noor's vast, encircling darkness, the projection room's invisible
perch above the vault of the cinema on one side and the bustle of south Bombay on the other, the grand illusion-making of the
great beam: these riches are what give Arzee the power and the heft that his own body does not possess. Arzee is sure that the
worst of his troubles are behind him, and that he can now marry and settle down -- even if his wife is someone his fond mother has
had to scout for him. But not for the first time, Arzee has it all wrong! The Noor is about to be closed down, taking away to its
grave all his hopes of this world and his walls against it. A new darkness threatens, more sinister than the comforting womb-night
of the Noor. Arzee knows he will be crushed by that new cycle of rage and impotence, all these added to the perpetual indignity of
walking face-to-face with "the crotches and asses of this world". Arzee the Dwarf follows Arzee over two weeks, setting off
Arzee's frenzied plotting and pleading against the beating and pulsing of the great city around him. The narration vividly brings
to life not just the protagonist, but also a host of characters to whom Arzee turns in his hour of need: the departing head
projectionist Phiroz, the sneering faux-gangster Deepak, the poetical taxi-driver Dashrath Tiwari, the enigmatic hairdresser
Monique, and the garrulous and homely Shireen. Can Arzee fight off all the forces that menace his world, or will the vast city
that he loves succeed in crushing him? Chandrahas Choudhury's bittersweet comedy, selected by World Literature Today as one of 60
essential works of modern Indian literature in English, is a novel about the strange beauty of human dreaming.
Have you ever experienced what happens when a porn movie is mistakenly played in front of your grandma and the CD player refuses
to stop? Have you ever experienced what happens when mixture of vodka and soft drink is served to hundreds of people gathered for
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a party? Have you ever experienced what happens when a boy is kicked in the groin by a girl when he attempts to kiss her? Have you
ever experienced what happens when a college-going student has an affair with a married woman whose husband carts a gun? Have you
ever experienced what happens when you are conspired into a murder that you had merely witnessed? Welcome to hilarious story of
five friends named Raj (the flirt chap), Arti (the sweet female lead), Andy (the creepy leader), and Sam (the biggest problem of
Raj's messed up life). These people can answer all the above questions in this fun tickling novel.Are you ready to experience the
roller coaster ride of events? If yes, then sit back and enjoy!
A novel based on a true story Wise Enough to Be Foolish is a fictionalized memoir that traces the journey of an Indian girl’s
life, with all its challenges and delightful surprises, as she blossoms from an insecure child into a confident young woman. This
rollercoaster ride of adventure, laughter and heartache, as she balances her love life with her struggle for independence, will
keep you guessing – What rules will she break next? How far will she go to find herself?
The Average Indian Male
The House that BJ Built
Dream with Your Eyes Open
The Real You
Job Be Damned
Swaying Hips, Praying Lips and Flying Tips
In April 2006 Robin ‘Einstein’ Varghese, a stupendously naïve young man graduates from one of India’s best business schools with a job at Dufresne Partners, a mediocre midmarket management consulting firm largely run by complete morons. Varghese finds that he fits into the culture remarkably well. Or does he? Through a stunning series of
blunders, mishaps and inadvertent errors, Robin begins to make his superiors rue the day they were driven by desperation into hiring him. Dork is for all of those who’ve ever sat
depressed in cubicles and wanted to kill themselves with office stationery.
This book focuses on the role of the non-corporate sector of the Indian economy. It consists of Proprietorship or Partnership (P&P) firms, self-employed persons and other similar
categories, has the largest share in our National Income, manufacturing acti
‘You are from India—the land of three hundred and thirty million Gods, and you say you don’t believe in even one of them? I think it’s time to go home, Sid.’ Andrea’s words
have been echoing in my head since last night when she poured another round of scotch. I entered God in the Google search bar and of all the places, it directed me to India—a
place where I had buried my childhood dream eleven years ago, and moved to New York. I waived God away when I got to New York, and, to be honest, I didn’t need Him
either. Until now... Life’s always been a bitch but this time it’s gone too far. I want my money and my company back, and I will find God one way or the other to get my answers.
I’ve boarded the flight. Hop on...and yes...carry some scotch along. See you on the other side. Cheers, Sid—Siddharth Khanna
WHAT READERS SAY 5 stars – “Saved in Sri Lanka is a winner! Bathed in the romanticism that only Devika Fernando can deliver, her authenticity shines through as she
reveals sights and sounds with a colorful array of character development, leading to a love story against all odds.” (Carly C., Author) 5 stars – “What I particularly liked about the
book were the engaging descriptions of the nature, history and sights of Sri Lanka.” (Anya W., Reader) 5 stars – “Devika Fernando writes romance in a way that makes us
experience the magic of love along with the protagonists. […] This book will appeal to both the traveler and the romantic in you.” (Preethi, Reader) 5 stars – “Any novel has to be
truly extraordinary, if by the end of it the reader realizes that he/she has fallen in love, with one of the characters in the book. I'm shamelessly in love with Sepalika, the novel's
protagonist.” (Deep Downer, Author) 5 stars – “I have always been a fan of Devika’s writing and her translation of pictures in words. It’s like one is watching a scenic film.”
(Ruchi R., Author) BOOK DESCRIPTION Some people are destined to meet. It sure feels that way when Sri Lankan tour guide Sepalika meets Daniel. The mysterious tourist
from Ireland steals his way into her heart and makes her question everything her life is built upon. Instant attraction turns to love – but does he feel the same? And what about the
secret she’s hiding from him? Follow the two on their quest for a happy ending amid the beauty and wonders of the tropical island paradise of Sri Lanka.
Interracial Romance
Wreath and Other Stories
Work Less. Career Success.
Who Will Run the Frog Hospital?
6 Steps to the Complete Blossoming of Your Consciousness
Oh Shit, Not Again!
In the middle of the catastrophic 2008 recession, Aditya, a jobless, penniless man meets an attractive stranger in a bar. Little does he know
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that his life will change forever. When Radhika, a young, rich widow, marries off her stepdaughter, little does she know that the freedom she
has yearned for is not exactly how she had envisioned it. They say homing pigeons always come back to their mate, no matter where you leave
them on the face of this earth. The Homing Pigeons is the story of love between these two unsuspecting characters as it is of lust, greed,
separations, prejudices and crumbling spines.
A billionaire stock investor with a dragon-sized ego finds himself in an outrageous pickle when an eccentric entrepreneur approaches him to
invest in his company which makes a revolutionary new product–NOTHING. While the billionaire dismisses him with 1 lakh rupees to seek
psychiatric help, the entrepreneur instead uses the money to start manufacturing NOTHING, assigning him a stake in the company as a sign of
gratefulness. Caught in a precarious situation, the billionaire must now debate the validity of the stake he has unintentionally picked up in
the company as it becomes more and more valuable each day with everyone from politicians to filmstars to aam aadmis parading the power of
Nothing. Things escalate into a circus when another company sues for what they believe is a blatant patent plagiarism of their original idea.
Rambunctious, packed with tons of sarcasm, spoofs, and sketches, How to Become a Billionaire by Selling Nothing looks at the inherent madness
of human nature and the ridiculous lengths people go to while doing business.
Foreword by Gul Panag A Political Spoof The mysterious Badi Sarkar wants her son to become the Prime Minister of India. Her reticent son
Chhote Sarkar wants to eat ice-cream. Great Leader wants his Orchid party to win the elections. He also wants a wand that works. The horny
Baba Neemacharya wants to do the neem-yoga with Girl 45. Impulsive billionaire industrialist Giani Seth wants to beat Chaddha in Candy Crush.
Honest Ambika Madam wants to retire in peace. Volatile BB wants to send all corrupt politicians to jail. Babli wants to lose weight. But what
is the PM doing in a cave in the Himalayas?! Democrazy is a satirical look at the madness and brouhaha in present-day India, where nothing is
what it seems to be, power is all-important, and everything people do is to win the race to power. PS: No politicians were hurt in the
writing of this book. Atulya Mahajan is a writer and satirist. His debut novel Amreekandesi - Masters of America was published in 2013. He
writes a popular satire blog at amreekandesi.com and tweets as @amreekandesi. He has previously written humour columns and currently blogs
for The Times of India.
For most of his childhood, Rahul Bhatt did not know a father's unconditional love, a vacuum that David Coleman Headley filled for a while.
David Headley -- the dashing, intriguing Pakistani with one brown eye and a green one, a man who could pass himself off as American quite
easily, a charmer of men and women alike -- lured his way into Rahul's world and, in no time, swept him off his feet. It is only when ten men
made a mockery of Mumbai in a well-planned act of terrorism that Rahul realized how close he had come to being a part of the careful plotting
and the innumerable recces that Headley carried out. This is a complex tale of human relationships and the deceit therein. It is the story of
Rahul Bhatt, an aspiring Bollywood actor, and his encounter with David Coleman Headley, the man responsible for a ruthlessly executed carnage
in which 166 people were killed and over 300 injured over fifty-nine hours that brought Mumbai to its knees and shook the entire nation.
Tracing the months leading up to the horrors of 26/11 and the long months of interrogation that followed, Headley and I will leave your heart
racing long after you've put it down.
In Youth Is Pleasure
The Storm in my Mind
Battle For Bittora
Democrazy
Arzee the Dwarf
How to Improve Your Memos, Letters, Reports, Speeches, Resumes, Plans, and Other Business Papers

Neel, a young dynamic charmer, lives a life designed by the hands of luck. When he recruits a talented young designer, she walks
not just into his office, but also into his heart. His own committed status and her disinterest in him rocks his life and sways
his sanity. To top it all, life curates customized twists for each one of them along the path. Ruled by passion, dedication,
manipulation and hatred, will their fates sink them in their own emotional tsunamis?
A humorous look at air travel, reflecting the knowledge of a passenger after tens of thousands of hours of travel in flights,
airports, immigration counters, and baggage carousels.
Dork
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